study the nonpreemptive parallel machines scheduling problem where some of the machines are planned to be shutdown. We apply LPT algorithm to the problem and analyze its performance. Our analysis shows that the makespan of the LPT schedule is bounded by twice the optimum makespan if no more than half of the machines are allowed to be shutdown simultaneously. We also show that this bound ls tight by constructing a worst-case example.
INTRODUCTION
In solving practical parallel machine scheduling problems, we often encounter cases where ma chines are not available for some period of time due to preventive maintenance or various other reasons. In this paper, we study the nonpreemptive scheduling of n independent jobs to m identical machines, with the objective of minimizing makespan. Here, each machine i, 1 5 i 5 m is planned to be shutdown during time interval [bi, ei) (bi < ei). For mathematical convenience we set bi = -oo and ei = 0, if machine i is not shutdown.
If ei = 0, for all 1 5 i 5 m, then the problem we consider is the usual multiprocessor scheduling problem, which is known to be NP-Complete [l] . Since our problem is more general than the usual multiprocessor scheduling problem, it is unlikely that there is any polynomial time bounded algorithm to produce optimum makespan. Hence, we apply a heuristic algorithm to solve our problem and analyze its performance. In particular, we investigate how well the longest processing time (LPT) algorithm would perform for our problem.
For the usual multiprocessor scheduling problem, it is well known that the LPT algorithm [2] has worst-case performance bound of (4/3) -1/(3m).
When bi = 0 or ei = 0, for all 1 5 i 5 m, each ei can be thought of as the starting time of machine i. For this case, Lee [3] proposed two algorithms, LPT and Modified LPT (MLPT), and showed that LPT and MLPT algorithm yield schedules with makespans bounded by (3/2) -1/(2m) and 4/3 times the optimum makespan, respectively.
In this paper, we apply LPT algorithm to our problem and prove that it always finds a schedule with makespan within twice the optimum makespan if the maximum number of machines that are simultaneously shutdown is bounded by m/2. Furthermore, we show that this bound is tight by constructing a worst-case example. Also, we have found an example which suggests that the worst-case performance bound of the LPT algorithm would be as large as 2.5 if more than m/2 machines are simultaneously shutdown.
In Section 2, we show how to apply the LPT algorithm to our problem and present the proofs for the worst-case performance bound and worst-case examples in Section 3.
THE ALGORITHM LPT
Each job aj in J = {al, ~32,. . . , a,} has length, or processing time, I(aj). For any subset J' & J, l(J') is defined to be 0 if J' is empty, otherwise, CajEJ, I(q).
A schedule P is thought of as a partition of J into m sets, P = (PI, . . . , P,,,) where each Pi is the set of jobs that are assigned to machine i. Each Pi is again seen ss the union of two mutually exclusive sets Bi and Vi, where jobs in Bi are processed from time zero and completed within time bi, and jobs in Vi are processed from time ei.
We employ the LPT algorithm to handle our problem as illustrated in Figure 1 .
Input job set J and machine shutdown periods; Sort all the jobs in nonincreasing order so that I(q) 2 Z(aj+i) for j = 1,. . . ,n -1; For i from 1 to m do Begin Let M = (1,. . . , m} be the set of machines and D, denote { [bi, ei) : i = 1, . . . , m}. Then for the given J and D,, the optimum makespan and the makespan of the schedule generated by LPT are denoted by z*( J, D,) and z( J, D,), respectively.
As shown in the later part of this paper, the maximum number of machines that are simultaneously shutdown plays an important role in our analysis. We define h(A) to be the maximum number of machines in A G M that are simultaneously shutdown.
A subset R of M is defined to be a consecutive interval set if the elements of R can be ordered, say {ri,..., Tk}, SO that eri 5 b,+, for 1 5 i 5 k -1. Concerning the consecutive interval set, we have the following theorem which plays a crucial role in our analysis. In fact, an interesting result essentially equivalent to this theorem is discussed in [4] , under a quite different context. However, since we feel that the method of our proof is somewhat new, we present our proof here for the sake of completeness. If S+ = S-= 0, the theorem trivially holds. Hence, at least one of S+ and S-must be nonempty. So we prove the theorem for each case of S+ # 0 and S-# 0. CASE 1. S+ # 0. We let p be the machine in S+ which satisfies bP 2 bi, for all i E 9. We note that bP 2 bi, for all i E A. Define A' to be A \ {p}. Then, by induction, there exists a partition (A',, . . . , A&A,,) of A' such that each Ai is a consecutive interval set. Let pi be the machine in Ai which satisfies bpi 2 bi, for all i E Ai and qr be the machine satisfying ep,, 5 eqi for all i, 
THE PROOFS OF WORST-CASE PEFtFORMANCE BOUND TWO
Under the condition that no more than m/2 machines can be simult8neously rrhutdown, we prove thet the schedule generated by LPI' has makeepan no greater then twice optimum m8kesp8n. The proof is by contradiction end, hence, we start our enalyeie by assuming that there exists a rwuntenzampk J and D,,, for which the LPT algorithms yields a schedule with makespan tictly greater than twice the optimum m8kespen. To simplify our arguments, we define mini& twunte~ompk whose properties we will investigate; 8 counterex8mple J and D,,, is a minimal counterexample if there is no counterexample J' and D, such that 1 J'I < 1 JI.
In what follows, we shell be dealing primarily with sets J of jobs which tue ordered by length. It is therefore, convenient to define formally a job set J to be an ordered set J = {a~,. . . ,a,} such that I(al) 2 I(uz) 2 a.. 2 I(h). From now on, job set J and 0, = {[bg, ei) : i = 1,. . . , m} is assumed to be 8 minimal counterexample and if there is no confusion, we will use Z* instead of z' ( J, D,,,) . By the minimality, we know that the first n -1 jobe, 01,. . . , a,+~, can be asigned by the LPT algorithm within time 22' but the smell& job a,, cennot be assigned within time 22'.
Let P'= (Pi,..., PA) with Pi' = B,' U U,?, 1 5 i 5 m, be the optimum schedule for job set J and P= (PI,..., Pm) with Pi = Bi U Vi, 1 5 i 5 m, be the partial LPT schedule constructed at the time before the sm8llest job a,, is as@ned.
Let Q = 1(a,,) denote the length of the smallest job. Due to the nature of the LF'T algorithm and the assumption that J and D,,, is 8 minimal counterexample, we note that for all 1 5 i 5 m,
We8lsoh8vefor8lll~i~m,
and r(Ui) > 22' -ei -Q.
In order to f&&ate our analysis of the minimal counterexample, we propose to classify the machines according to their shutdown periods. 'Ib this end, it is worthwhile to note whether the shutdown period of each machine overlaps with the time interval Due to the definition of set 2, there must exist a time t E [J*, 22' -CY] at which h(Z) machines in 2 are shutdown. It is because if h(Z) machines in 2 are shutdown at some time t > 22* -cr or t < z*, all those h(Z) machines must also be shutdown at 22' -(Y or z*, respectively. Hence, we suppose that at time r E [.z*, 22' -a], h(Z) machines in 2 are shutdown. Then at time 7, the total number of machines being shutdown is exactly h(Z) + IX] and the number of remaining machines is ]Y I+ 121 -h(Z).
If the maximum number of machines which can be simultaneously shutdown is less than or equal to m/2, we have
This inequality (4) will be used to obtain the lower bound of the length of the smallest job and to get a contradiction to the existence of a minimal counterexample. In the next section, we will derive lower and upper bound of CY.
The Lower and Upper Bound of the Length of the Smallest Job
First, we derive an upper bound of the length of the smallest job a, as stated in the following lemma. PROOF. Suppose that a > 2*/2. This implies that in the optimum schedule no machine receives more than one job, that is, ]Pt I 5 1, for all 1 5 i 5 m. Let S be a subset of (1,. . . , m) such that i E S if I PJl = 1. Noting the fact that the LPT schedule P contains only n -1 jobs, there must exist at least one machine k in the set S such that ]Pk] = 0. Since ]Pz] = 1, ]Pk] = 0, and the job a, has the smallest length, a, should have been assigned by LPT to the machine k within time z*. Then, we have a contradiction to the fact that job a, wss not assigned by the LPT algorithm within time 22*. Therefore, the lemma follows. a We will derive the lower bound of the length of a,. First, note that if ei 2 a*, then 1(Bf) = Z(PT). Thus from this and (l), if ei 2 Z' then
Then, since ei > z* for each i E X, we obtain from (5)
Next, we want to prove that for each machine i in Y,
1(E) > i(P;) + z* -2a. (7)
Due to the definition of Y, ei 5 z*, or bi > 22* -CY for all i E Y. If ei 5 z*, from (3), we have l(Ui) > 22; -ei -Q! = Z* -ei + z* -a > 1(UJ) + z* -Q.
Then from (1) and (B), we see if ei 5 t*, then (7) holds. Next if bi > 22* -cr, from (2), we have
Hence, the inequality (7) also holds in this case. Therefore, from (7), we obtain c 1(fi) > c l(Pt') + (YJ(z8 -24.
iEY (EY (9)
Finally, we consider machines in 2. PROOF. If k = 1, noting e,, > z*, we have from (S), Z(P,,) > Z(P,:) -Q. Hence, the lemma is true when k = 1. Now suppose that k > 2. Since Z(B,*,) = Z(P:,) by the fact that e,, > z*, from (1) and (3) it is true Z(P,,) > Z(P,:) + 2z* -2a -e,,.
When k > 3, from (2) and (3) 
We have for all 1 5 i 5 m, w&) 2 w(BT) -1,
since if Bt is empty, then thii holds and otherwise if Bf is nonempty, then Bi has at least one job SO that from (18) 
and if ei 5 z*, then from (3), I(Ui) > z* -a, and hence,
We now develop three inequalities (23), (26), and (33), one for each set X, Y, and 2, respectively. Then, we derive a contradiction to the inequality (4) by combining the three inequalities.
For each machine i E X, noting ei 2 z*, from ( 
If Bi is not empty, then w(Bi) 2 1, and thus, from this and (24), w(Pi) = w(B$) + w(Ui) 2 3 2 w(P:) + 1, a contradiction to the assumption. Hence, Bi is empty and this implies Bt is also empty, Thus, us = zo(Bf) = 0. From this, the assumption and (18), we obtain 2 5 w(Ui) 5 w(U:) < 2. Therefore, UJ(Ui) = w(U*!) = 2. Hence, the lemma is true in this case. 
From (28), w(Pr,) 1 w(P,:,).
Finally, from (19) and (27), w(Pr,) 2 WP, ).
By adding the inequalities of (29)-(31), we prove this lemma.
By Lemma 5, we obtain the h(Z) inequalities, i.e., for all 1 I i I h(Z) If we add all the h(Z) inequalities in (32),
Cw ( From (34) and the fact CE1 w(PT) = CL1 w(PJ + ~(a,) = CE"=, w(Pi) + 1, we have 1x1 + h(Z) 2 IYI + I.%'( -h(Z) + 1. This is a contradiction to the inequality (4). Hence, the theorem follows. I The following example shows that the worst-case bound of two is tight. EXAMPLE 1. We have m machines and 2m jobs. If the maximum number of machines which could be shutdown at the same time is X (which is assumed to be less than or equal to m/2), we have 2(m -X) big jobs with len@h l/2 and 2X small jobs with length l/2 -e for a very small positive number E. Let k be [m/J,], and T be m -kX. Note that k 2 2 since X 5 m/2. Then for each machine i, we have shutdown periods specified as: In an optimum schedule, the first X machines have 2X small jobs and the last m -X machines have 2(m -X) big jobs. Hence, the optimum makespan z*(J, Dm) is 1 ( Figure 2b) . Next, in the LPT schedule, each of the first X machines will have one big job and one small job, each of the next r + (k -2)X machines have two big jobs and each of the last X machines have one big job and one small job. Then it is easy to see that the makespan of the LPT schedule is z( J, Dm) = 2 -4~ (Figure 2a In Example 2, we show that the makespan of an LPT schedule is more than twice the optimum makespan when more than m/2 machines can be shutdown at the same time. Therefore, it is an open question to find the worst-case performance bound of the LPT algorithm when more than m/2 machines are allowed to be simultaneously shutdown. Without restrictions on machine availability, no constant bound can be derived since the bound could be arbitrarily large if all machines are unavailable after the optimum makespan. Presumably, some kind of monotonic function would govern how bad the worst-case performance ratio could be as the number of simultaneously unavailable machines approaches to m -1. EXAMPLE 2. We have three machines where two machines are shutdown simultaneously. For a very small positive number e, there are six jobs in J, two big jobs with length l/2 and four small jobs with length l/2 -e. The shutdown periods for machine 1,2, and 3 are In an optimum schedule, each of the first two machines have two small jobs and the last machine have two big jobs. Hence, the optimum makespan is z*(J, 0s) = 1 ( Figure 3b ). As depicted in Figure 3a , in the LPT schedule, the first machine has one big job and two small jobs, the second machine has one big job and the third machine has two small jobs. Thus, the makespan of the LPT schedule is z( J, 0s) = 5/2 -5~. Hence, as c goes to zero, the makespan z(J, 0s) becomes 2.5 times the optimum makespan Z* (J, Da). 
